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Abstract
Linguistic variables play a keyrole in fuzzy reasoning schemes. Recently Novák [1] developed a nice horizon approach for representing terms of linguistic variables in numerical
universes in the inclusive interpretation. In this interpretation it is assumed that a term
modi.ed by a linguistic modi.er corresponds to a fuzzy subset or a fuzzy superset of the
fuzzy set associated with the original term : e.g. extremely large very large large more
or less large roughly large.
In many fuzzy control applications however a modi.ed term and the term itself denote two
di1erent, possibly overlapping fuzzy sets. The fuzzy set corresponding to the modi.ed term is
then neither a subset nor a superset of the original term. In this non—inclusive interpretation
terms like large and very large are most often modelled by triangular or clockwise membership
functions, while in the inclusive interpretation they are represented by means of monotonic
membership functions.
In this paper we extend the horizon approach to the non—inclusive interpretation of linguistic terms, to make it suitable for fuzzy control applications. To this purpose we de.ne
the concepts of “horizon function” and “horizon generator”. Furthermore we generalize the
approach in order to be able to apply it in numerical as well as in non—numerical universes,
both in the inclusive and in the non—inclusive interpretation.
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